Impacts of climate warming depend on the degree to which plants are constrained by adaptation to their climate-of-origin or exhibit broad climatic suitability. We grew cool-origin, central and warm-origin provenances of Eucalyptus tereticornis in an array of common temperature environments from 18 to 35.5°C to determine if this widely distributed tree species consists of geographically contrasting provenances with differentiated and narrow thermal niches, or if provenances share a common thermal niche. The temperature responses of photosynthesis, respiration, and growth were equivalent across the three provenances, reflecting a common thermal niche despite a 2,200 km geographic distance and 13°C difference in mean annual temperature at seed origin. The temperature dependence of growth was primarily mediated by changes in leaf area per unit plant mass, photosynthesis, and wholeplant respiration. Thermal acclimation of leaf, stem, and root respiration moderated the increase in respiration with temperature, but acclimation was constrained at high temperatures. We conclude that this species consists of provenances that are not differentiated in their thermal responses, thus rejecting our hypothesis of adaptation to climate-of-origin and suggesting a shared thermal niche. In addition, growth declines with warming above the temperature optima were driven by reductions in whole-plant leaf area and increased respiratory carbon losses. The impacts of climate warming will nonetheless vary across the geographic range of this and other such species, depending primarily on each provenance's climate position on the temperature response curves for photosynthesis, respiration, and growth.
a growing mismatch is expected between trees, their climatic optima and tolerance limits as climate warming drives shifts in suitable geographic ranges (Gonz alez-Orozco et al., 2016; Loarie et al., 2009; Parmesan, 2006; Woodward, 1987) .
Widespread tree species exhibit substantial biogeographic variation, reflecting a mix of local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity across a range of climatic conditions (e.g., Rehfeldt, Wykoff, & Ying, 2001; Rehfeldt, Ying, Spittlehouse, & Hamilton, 1999; Rehfeldt et al., 2002; Valladares et al., 2014) . Local adaptation of tree species to climate is not only restricted to species with narrow native geographic distributions, but also occurs in widely distributed species (Davis & Shaw, 2001) . In forest trees, geographic provenances (i.e., seed sources) within widely distributed species have long been recognized as an important source of structured genetic variation along climate gradients (Langlet, 1936; Rehfeldt et al., 2002; Reich & Oleksyn, 2008) . Evidence for this generalization largely arises from observations of temperate and boreal taxa, particularly conifers of the Northern Hemisphere (Alberto et al., 2013) . Common garden trials reveal biogeographic patterns in plant traits among provenances that are frequently arrayed along latitudinal and elevational clines, and interpreted as climate-related genetic variation (Alberto et al., 2013; Rehfeldt et al., 1999 Rehfeldt et al., , 2001 Rehfeldt et al., , 2002 Reich & Oleksyn, 2008) . However, the generality of these patterns among other taxa, particularly those of the low-latitudes and tropics, remains an open question. Likewise, the role of trait plasticity and adaptive fitness among populations within species is less well understood (Valladares et al., 2014) .
Eucalypts are largely outcrossing species with limited dispersal ability and comparatively high levels of genetic variation within as well as among populations (Dillon et al., 2014; Moran, 1992; Potts & Wiltshire, 1993) . Geographic patterns of quantitative genetic variation in eucalypts are often complex, arising through effects of migration, selection and genetic drift that may vary in time and space.
Genetic variation in traits among provenances has been observed in widely distributed eucalypts along rainfall (McLean et al., 2014) and altitudinal clines (Gauli, Vaillancourt, Bailey, Steane, & Potts, 2015; Slatyer & Ferrar, 1977) and noted in forestry provenance trials worldwide (Booth et al., 2015) , suggesting that widely distributed eucalypts may exhibit structured intraspecific geographic variation in functional traits in relation to climate-of-origin.
Eucalyptus tereticornis is a common and widely distributed tree species along the eastern coast of Australia, with a native range spanning~2,500 km and~13°C in mean annual temperature (MAT) from temperate climates in the south to tropical climates in the north (MAT from 13 to 26°C; bio1 data from bioclim; Busby, 1991) .
We previously found that 12 diverse seed sources of this species differed in response to experimental warming of 3.5°C relative to their home climate-of-origin in a manner that depended on their geographic origin. Warming increased photosynthetic capacity, leaf area and growth in cool-origin provenances, whereas an opposite effect was observed in warm-origin provenances, which exhibited reduced photosynthetic capacity, leaf area, and growth (Drake et al., 2015) .
While this climate shift experiment revealed responses of functional traits to directional warming along an array of home temperatures spanning the native range of the species, it is not clear whether this was the result of underlying genetic differences in provenances arrayed along this climate gradient. One possibility is that functional traits of provenances responded to warming in a manner that reflect differentiated or narrowed thermal niches relative to the climate envelope of the species (Figure 1a ). This scenario would reflect genetic differentiation among provenances (i.e., local adaptation) that restricted trait plasticity across wide-ranging thermal environments. This hypothesis was deemed most likely, given that local adaptation within tree species is commonly reported in the literature (Alberto et al., 2013; Rehfeldt et al., 1999 Rehfeldt et al., , 2001 Rehfeldt et al., , 2002 Reich & Oleksyn, 2008) . Alternatively, provenances might exhibit trait responses to warming that reflect a shared, broad fundamental thermal niche that effectively spans the entire native geographic range of the species (Figure 1b ). This scenario would reflect little underlying genetic differentiation and broad physiological and morphological plasticity, with positive trait responses to warming at temperatures below the optima and negative responses at temperatures above the optima. These scenarios have different consequences for predicting responses to climate warming in a widely distributed species (Davis & Shaw, 2001; Valladares et al., 2014) . Local adaptation could lead to reduced capacity to respond to climate warming among provenances throughout the climatic range of the species, whereas broad phenotypic plasticity in functional traits would act as a buffer against directional climatic selection.
These alternative scenarios (i.e., differentiated narrow vs. undifferentiated broad thermal niches) for functional traits of provenances of contrasting geographic origins (i.e., cool-origin, central and warmorigin) can be resolved experimentally by growing each provenance in an array of common temperature environments that span the thermal range of the species. We designed such an experiment with E. tereticornis to test the following alternative hypotheses: (i) if limitations to long-distance gene flow combined with directional selection across large geographic space allowed for genetic adaptation to F I G U R E 1 Conceptual depiction of three provenances of a widely distributed species with (a) strong local adaptation and divergence in thermal physiology, or (b) limited local adaptation with a broad and common fundamental thermal niche. These are contrasting examples-many other possibilities exist local climate conditions, then we will observe divergent responses of photosynthesis, respiration and growth to temperature across provenances of this species (different curves, Figure 1a) ; (ii) alternatively, if gene flow among provenances of this widely distributed species was maintained or climatic selection was relatively weak in comparison to extant local genetic variation, then we will observe equivalent responses of photosynthesis, respiration and growth across provenances (common curves, Figure 1b) . We also quantified key traits underpinning plant growth and function, using classical growth analysis techniques to provide a framework for integration of physiological and morphological traits in a whole-plant context (Poorter, Remkes, & Lambers, 1990) . We define the physiological thermal niche in terms of growth-temperature response functions of CO 2 exchange rates, growth rate, and underlying traits.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Experimental design
Three provenances of the widely distributed Forest Red Gum (E.
tereticornis sp. tereticornis) were selected to represent cool-origin, central, and warm-origin locations within the species' distribution ( Figure 2 were achieved across the experiment (Fig. S1 ). The average summer temperatures at seed-origin (i.e., "home") were approximated by the 18°C treatment for the cold-origin provenance (room 1), the 21.5°C treatment for the central provenance (room 2), and the 28.5°C treatment for the warm-origin provenance (room 4; Drake et al., 2015) . A typical diurnal range of~9°C was maintained in all treatments via ten temperature set points throughout the day-night cycle (Automated Logic WebCTRL Building Management System; Braemar Th320 Natural gas heater; Dunnair PHS25 Air Conditioner, using
Vaisala HMP110 Humidity/Temperature probes and HMT130 Transmitters). Relative humidity was kept above 50% (Carel Humidisk 65 humidifier), but vapor pressure deficit (VPD) increased with growth temperature, as expected (Fig. S1 ). Thus, we recognize that VPD may have contributed, in part, to several of the temperature dependencies discussed in this work. The photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) at canopy height (Apogee quantum sensor, USA) varied with prevailing weather conditions but was equivalent across rooms (ANOVA; p = .98; Fig. S1d ). Daytime maximum PPFD was ofteñ 1,500 lmol m À2 s À1 (Fig. S1d ).
Seeds were germinated in a shadehouse over a period of 8 weeks (Greening Australia, Richmond, Australia) after which seedlings (~13 cm in height) were transplanted individually into 7 L pots.
A sandy clay loam was sourced from the same local quarry as used previously (Drake et al., 2015; Menangle, NSW, Australia All trees were kept well-watered with an automated irrigation system and were fertilized fortnightly with a liquid fertilizer (250 mL Aquasol, at 1.6 g L
À1
; 23% N, 4% P, 18% K, 0.05% Zn, 0.06% Cu, 
The distribution of Eucalyptus tereticornis in geographic (a) and climate space (b). Grey symbols reflects the species' native range as measured by occurrence records in the Atlas of Living Australia (a) and associated worldclim climate data (b). White and black circles together denote provenances studied by Drake et al. (2015) . Three of those provenances were selected and studied here; these are denoted by black circles These VWC and Ψ pd results indicate that the trees were not stressed by low water availability in any of the temperature treatments. To minimize the effects of any potential unmeasured environmental heterogeneity within the glasshouse, the treatments were randomly allocated to the six rooms and reallocated a second time after 10 days. The seedlings were also randomly rotated within rooms throughout the experiment.
| Leaf-scale physiology
A fully developed leaf that had formed during the temperature treatment was selected and marked on eight seedlings per provenance and treatment combination; these leaves were used for measurements of light-saturated photosynthesis at in-situ growth temperatures (A sat ), the short-term temperature dependence of light saturated photosynthesis (A sat ÀT), and the short-term temperature dependence of leaf dark respiration (R dark ÀT). A sat is a measure of performance of the three provenances across all six growth environments, while A sat ÀT and R dark ÀT focus on contrasting the three provenances grown in a single growth environment (i.e., a common garden), such that any provenance differences in short-term temperature responses could be attributable to underlying genetic differences.
We measured A sat at the in-situ growth temperature over 2 days (days 26 and 27) during the 11-day growth interval (see below) using six cross-calibrated portable open flow photosynthesis systems equipped with LED light sources and the standard 2 9 3 cm chambers (Li-6400-XT and Li-6400-02B LED, Licor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). These measurements were performed on all eight seedlings per provenance and treatment combination (8 seedlings 9 3 provenances 9 6 growth environments = 144 measurements). Measurements were completed using a flow rate of 500 lmol s À1 and a relative humidity between 65 and 80%. The photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) was set to 1500 lmol m À2 s À1 and the CO 2 concentration in the sample cell was adjusted to 400 AE 5 ppm by manipulating the CO 2 concentration of the reference cell. Temperature targets were set relative to the mid-morning temperature in each treatment (i.e., 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40°C) . Leaf temperatures were controlled to be within AE1.5°C of the target temperature by manually adjusting the temperature of the chamber block. We measured A sat at 1500 lmol m À2 s À1 PPFD, given that rates of A net were saturated at this PPFD (JE Drake, personal observation of >100 light response curves) and the rarity of PPFD conditions above
We also measured the direct short-term temperature response of A sat (A sat ÀT) on day 29 using seedlings from a single growth temperature treatment only (21.5°C; 8 seedlings 9 3 provenances 9 6 measurement temperatures = 144 measurements). For this subset, the seedlings were moved among treatment rooms and measured at all six temperatures. A minimum wait period of 20 min allowed the seedlings to adjust to the new temperature before measurement. As this day was cloudy with low incident PPFD, plants were light-acclimated at a PPFD of~1000 lmol m À2 s À1 using growth lamps (Lumigrow Pro 650, Lumigrow Inc., Emeryville, CA, USA) for a minimum of 20 min prior to measurement.
We measured the short-term temperature dependence of leaf dark respiration (R dark ÀT) between 22:00 and 02:00 h on the night between days 35 and 36. R dark was measured at five night-time temperature targets (14, 18, 22, 26, and 30°C) using five Li-6400-XT equipped with conifer chambers (Li-6400-22; Licor). Measurements were completed using a flow rate of 300 lmol s
À1
, relative humidity between 65 and 80%, and a reference CO 2 concentration of 400 ppm. Leaf temperature was controlled to within AE1°C of the target temperature by adjusting the block temperature. The cuvette was covered by a cloth to ensure dark conditions during measurements. Leaves were removed, scanned for leaf area using a leaf area meter (Li-3100C, Licor), placed in moist zip-locked bags, and moved among treatment rooms for measurement. Each leaf was allowed to adjust to each treatment temperature for at least 20 min in a darkened box before measurements commenced.
Leaves were subsequently dried and weighed, facilitating the expression of R dark on an area-or mass-basis (R area and R mass ). Measuring R dark on detached leaves is common (e.g., Atkin et al., 2015; Bolstad, Reich, & Lee, 2003; Davey et al., 2004; Reich et al., 2016) and well supported by studies that measured R dark on attached and detached leaves and found equivalent and stable rates for at least several hours (Mitchell, Bolstad, & Vose, 1999; O'Sullivan et al., 2013; Reich et al., 1998) . Furthermore, we expect any effect of leaf removal to be systematic and not affect our ability to resolve differences among the provenances.
| Whole-plant respiration
We measured the tissue-specific rates of leaf, stem (including branch), and root respiration at a common temperature of 25°C for five harvested plants per provenance per growth temperature between days 41 and 48 (3 provenances 9 6 temperatures 9 5 replicate seedlings 9 3 organs = 270 measurements; Li-6400-XT with Li-6400-22 conifer chambers; Licor). These measurements enabled investigation of acclimation of respiration via the set temperature method (Atkin, Bruhn, & Tjoelker, 2005) . We removed all of the leaves of each tree and measured total leaf area (Li-3100C, Licor). We compiled the stem and branches into a composite sample for each tree. We isolated the root system of every plant using a washing station and sieves (2 mm). We randomly selected three leaves and pooled them together for an aggregate measure of respiration (R leaf ). We cut the stem and branches into~5 cm segments and measured the entire aggregate sample (R stem ). We isolated the roots from soil using the washing station, removed excess moisture by blotting with paper towel, and measured either the entire, intact root system or a subsample of ca. half the root system (R root ). The block temperature was controlled such that the tissue temperature was 25 AE 1.5°C. The CO 2 concentration of the reference cell was 400 ppm. Typically, a flow rate of 400 lmol s À1 was used; this flow rate was increased to 600 or 700 lmol s À1 for root systems that were releasing a large amount of water vapor. All samples were oven dried and weighed. We recognize that CO 2 dissolved in the xylem stream could have been released during the stem measurements and that sampling may have affected respiratory rates. However, measuring respiratory components of detached plant organs is a standard approach (e.g., Poorter et al., 1990; Tjoelker, Oleksyn, & Reich, 1999; Tjoelker, Craine, Wedin, Reich, & Tilman, 2005; Comas & Eissenstat, 2004 ), and we expect any associated effects to be systematic across provenances and not affect our ability to detect provenance differences. Total plant respiration in each temperature treatment was estimated from the R leaf , R stem , and R root measurements, assuming all organs shared a common short-term temperature response as measured for leaves (Equation [3] , see below).
| Growth analysis
We tracked growth via measurement of basal diameter (d; mean of two perpendicular measures) and height of the main stem (h). We harvested trees periodically throughout the study to develop an allometric relationship between tree size (diameter 2 ⨉ height; d 2 h) and total mass (Fig. S2 ). This included 10 seedlings per provenance at the start of the experiment and 12 trees per provenance in each treatment throughout the study, including those harvested for respiration measurements. We removed all the leaves for a bulk measurement of total leaf area (Li-3100C, Licor) and dry mass, and compiled the stem and branches for a measurement of aboveground woody mass. We isolated the root system of every plant using a washing station and sieves (2 mm); these roots were oven-dried and weighed.
In total, we harvested 156 plants to develop the relationship between size (d 2 h) and total mass (sum of leaf, stem and branches, and root mass; Fig. S2 ; log 10 (total mass) = À0.018 + 0.85
; r 2 = .98).
The height and diameter measurements allowed calculation of total mass and growth rates of individual plants. To investigate the drivers of growth in a relative growth rate context (Poorter et al., 1990; Shipley, 2006) , we focused on an 11-day growth interval between days 21 and 32 in which we tracked the growth of 15 seedlings per provenance and treatment. We identified this growth interval a priori, given the importance of early growth responses for experiments with seedlings (e.g., Kirschbaum, 2011) . Mean relative growth rate (RGR; g g À1 d
À1
) over the 11-day interval is related to leaf area ratio (LAR; ratio of leaf area to total plant mass) and net assimilation rate (NAR; g m À2 g
; Shipley, 2006; Equation [1] ).
LAR can be further subdivided into the product of leaf mass fraction (LMF; ratio of leaf mass to total plant mass) and specific leaf area (SLA; m 2 g À1 ). We measured SLA by collecting three or four leaf punches (0.69 cm 2 ; avoiding the midvein) from each seedling at the start and the end of the interval, which we then dried at 70°C and weighed. We determined the total leaf area for each seedling at the beginning and end of the growth interval by counting the leaves, divided into two size categories (small, from 3 to 5 cm in length, and large, >5 cm in length). We measured the size (cm 2 ) of one leaf of each category on each seedling using a hand-held leaf area meter (Li-3000, Licor). We calculated the total leaf area of each tree as the product of leaf number and leaf size, summed for the two leaf categories. We evaluated this method with 48 plants that were harvested on the following day, revealing a strong relationship between the directly measured and estimated total crown leaf area (y = 51.8 + 0.64x, r 2 = .94, p < .001).
| Fitting temperature response curves
We fit mathematical models to derive parameter estimates describing the temperature responses of measured variables. We used the equation of June, Evans, and Farquhar (2004) for many measurements, as this simple equation with only three parameters explained the data well. This equation is:
where P(T i ) is the process rate at the in-situ temperature T i , P(T o ) is the process rate at the optimum temperature T o , and Ω is the difference in temperature from T o where the process rate falls to e À1 of its value at T o (i.e., the temperature difference from T o where the rate falls to 37% of its rate at T o ). Large values of Ω reflect broad temperature-response curves, while small values of Ω reflect narrow curves. This equation assumes that the process rate is symmetric around T o , which appears to be appropriate for the data presented here.
The R dark data were exponential and did not show a distinct peak, so we fit these data with a Q 10 function:
where R(T) is the rate of R dark at temperature T, R the use of such "constant Q 10 " models, particularly for describing high-resolution R dark -T measurements (Heskel et al., 2016) , as the Q 10 often declines with temperature (Tjoelker, Oleksyn, & Reich, 2001 ). We follow Reich et al. (2016) and use Equation (3) to fit our relatively coarse R dark ÀT relationships, as this simple function with only two parameters described the data well. Simple linear models were used instead of Equations (2) and (3) for the temperature dependence of net assimilation rate and leaf mass fraction, as Equations (2) and (3) were not appropriate to describe these data.
| Data analysis
We considered the unit of replication to be the tree (n = 5 to 15 trees per provenance per growth environment, depending on the response variable). All data were analyzed in R version 3. ) were fit to the data for each provenance within each growth environment using the "nls" function within the "stats" package, and 95% confidence intervals for each parameter were calculated with the "confint2" function within the "nlstools"
package (Baty et al., 2015) . These 95% confidence intervals were used to make inferences regarding differences in the temperature responses across provenances.
The inferences based on confidence intervals were supplemented with traditional inferential statistics based on non-linear mixedeffects models (NLMMs, hereafter) utilizing the "nlme" R package.
Specifically, we tested whether temperature-response parameters (Tables 1 and 2 ) varied significantly across the three provenances.
We fit mixed-effects models that did and did not contain a fixed provenance effect for the parameter of interest (e.g., T opt of AGR); these models were then compared by likelihood ratio tests to determine the probability that provenance values significantly differed from each other. Thus, the null model contained no fixed effects, while the alternate model contained a single fixed effect of provenance with three levels for the response variable of interest. A random provenance effect was included for the process rate at the optimal or reference temperature, except when this process rate was the variable of interest; in these cases, a random provenance effect on T opt or Q 10 was included. When this test indicated that the model including a fixed provenance effect was a significant improvement over the null model, we tested provenance pairwise comparisons using post-hoc tests as implemented in the "multicomp" R package.
The entire analysis presented here is reproducible; all of the raw data are available as a published data product and code to reproduce all of the analysis, figures, and tables are available as a git repository (https://github.com/jedrake/ GREAT).
3 | RESULTS
| Photosynthesis
Rates of leaf-level photosynthesis at saturating light and the in-situ growth temperature (A sat ) showed a peaked relationship with leaf temperature that was equivalent across all three provenances (Figure 3 ). The T opt of A sat was 28.8°C and did not differ between provenances ( Figure 3 , Table 1 ). Notably, the 95% confidence intervals of all parameters overlapped for all three provenances (Table 1) .
NLMMs indicated that the central provenance had a higher rate of A sat at T opt and a larger Ω than the cool-or warm-origin provenances (Table 1 ; A sat in situ), although these differences were small (Figure 3 ). The lack of strong provenance differences in the temperature dependence of A sat is consistent with the second hypothesis of limited differentiation in thermal physiological traits.
We also measured the short-term temperature dependence of A sat for plants grown in the 21.5°C environment to determine whether provenances also shared a common short-term temperature response of A sat . Indeed, provenances had similar short-term A sat ÀT dependences with a common T opt of~29°C, in agreement with the in-situ T opt measurements ( Fig. S3 ; Table 1 ). Although the cool-origin provenance had a lower rate of A sat relative to the other provenances in this measured subset of plants (Table 1) , all three provenances displayed equivalent temperature dependencies of in-situ A sat and did not differ in T opt or Ω for short-term measurements A sat .
We conclude that there is little evidence of provenance differences in A sat and its temperature dependence, consistent with the hypothesis 2.
| Respiration
All provenances exhibited equivalent short-term temperatureresponses of leaf R dark (Fig. S4 , Table 2 ). For both mass-and areabased R dark , provenances had overlapping 95% CIs for both the basal rates of R dark at a reference temperature of 22°C and the Q 10 values (Table 2) . Furthermore, NLMMs indicated no significant difference in any parameter value regarding the temperature dependence of massor area-based R dark (Table 2 ).
Tissue specific rates of leaf, stem, and root respiration measured at a common temperature of 25°C declined in an asymptotic manner with increasing growth temperature (Figure 4a-c) . Specific respiration rates were remarkably similar across organs; R leaf , R stem , and R root measured at 25°C declined from~25 nmol g À1 s À1 in the coldest growth temperature to~15 nmol g À1 s À1 at any growth temperature exceeding 25°C (Figure 4a-c) . This decline in R dark at a common measurement temperature reflects respiratory acclimation to growth temperature (Atkin et al., 2005) . The lack of change in R leaf , R stem , and R root (measured at 25°C) for plants at growth temperatures exceeding 25°C may reflect a constraint on respiratory acclimation at high temperature.
We estimate the tissue-specific rates of leaf, stem, and root respiration at the in-situ growth temperatures (Figure 4d-f ) given the measured rates at 25°C and the short-term temperature dependence of leaf respiration (Fig. S4) . Leaf, stem, and root respiration at in-situ growth temperatures did not vary appreciably between 18 and 25°C (Figure 4d-f) . That is, respiratory acclimation was approximately homeostatic across this temperature range. However at growth temperatures exceeding 25°C, the lack of acclimation (Figure 4a-c) led to an increase in the tissue-specific rate of in-situ respiration (Figure 4d-f) , particularly for leaves and roots. Notably, acclimation of R stem appeared to be homeostatic across the full range of measured growth temperatures (Figure 4b , e). These patterns were mostly equivalent across provenances, aside from a small difference for leaf respiration in the central provenance.
| Growth
We found no detectable differences between provenances from the cool-origin, central, or warm-origin of the distribution of E. tereticornis in the temperature responses of growth, measured either as the final mass of five destructively harvested individuals per provenance per treatment (Figure 5a ), or the absolute growth rate (AGR) of 15 individuals per provenance per treatment during the 11-day growth interval (Figure 5b) . The growth of all provenances was strongly temperature dependent and peaked at a mean 24-hour growth temperature of~28°C ( Figure 5 ). All provenances had equivalent temperature response parameters with overlapping 95% confidence intervals and NLMMs indicated no significant differences (Table 1) .
As with photosynthesis and respiration, these growth results reflect limited divergence in the thermal physiology for provenances across the range of this widely distributed species, consistent with hypothesis 2.
RGR during the 11-day interval also responded to growth temperature in a peaked fashion (Figure 6a ) and all provenances had equivalent temperature response parameters with overlapping 95% confidence intervals (Table 1) . Relative to AGR, RGR had a less pronounced peak and a lower T opt . We decomposed RGR into the components of leaf area ratio (LAR) and net assimilation rate (NAR) via Equation (1). LAR increased with growth temperature until a peak at | 5075 ~28°C and subsequently declined at the highest temperatures (Figure 6b) . In contrast, NAR tended to decline with increasing growth temperature ( Figure 6c ). These results indicate that increasing leaf area display per unit plant mass (i.e., increased LAR) led to the initial increase in RGR at low temperatures, but that this effect was counterbalanced by reduced efficiency of dry mass production per unit leaf area as temperatures increased (i.e., reduced NAR). The relative strength of these two effects was modestly different across provenances, as the central provenance showed less temperature dependence in both LAR and NAR ( Figure 6 , Table 1 ).
Given the importance of LAR as a determinant of RGR, we decomposed LAR into its components of specific leaf area (SLA) and leaf mass fraction (LMF). SLA increased with temperature at low growth temperatures and subsequently declined at high growth temperatures ( Figure 7a ). In contrast, LMF was approximately constant at~0.4 across the full range of temperatures, although LMF was reduced in the highest growth temperature (Figure 7b ). The peaked response of SLA was coincident with a peaked response of average leaf size (Figure 7c ) and an increase in total leaf number per seedling ( Figure 7d ). LAR was positively correlated with average leaf size across all observations (LAR = 9.5 + 0.28 9 average leaf size, r 2 = .35, p < .001). Collectively, these results suggest a strong effect of temperature on leaf expansion, such that warming at suboptimal temperatures increased the area of individual leaves, presumably increasing total seedling light interception and growth. At high temperatures, however, warming reduced the area of individual leaves and their efficiency of biomass production (NAR), leading to reduced growth. These patterns were equivalent for the cold-and warm-origin provenances; the central provenance showed moderate differences in LAR and SLA relative to the other provenances (Table 1) , but had equivalent temperature dependencies of all growth metrics (final mass, AGR, and RGR).
These results provide new evidence that adds to the interpretation of our previous climate-shift experiment (Drake et al., 2015) .
The two experiments show a common temperature dependence of growth across 12 geographically diverse provenances of E. tereticornis with a T opt of~28°C (Figure 8 ). Experimental warming increased the growth of provenances with a "home" temperature below T opt , while warming reduced the growth of provenances with a "home" temperature exceeding T opt . Thus, the differential effects of warming across broad geographic scales reported by Drake et al. (2015) primarily reflects the geographic gradient of "home" temperatures, rather than intrinsic differences across provenances.
| DISCUSSION
We found equivalent physiological and growth responses to temperature for contrasting cool-origin, central and warm-origin provenances of the widely distributed species E. tereticornis, consistent with the second hypothesis of a common thermal niche. The temperature dependence of growth was determined primarily by leaf size, specific leaf area (SLA), and the resulting impacts on leaf area per unit plant mass (LAR). Physiological acclimation of respiration dampened the increase in respiratory C loss with increasing temperature, but acclimation appeared to be constrained at high temperatures, resulting in higher rates of respiration and contributing to a reduction in whole-plant net assimilation rate (NAR) at high temperatures.
| A common thermal niche
Despite a~2,200 km geographic distance and~13°C difference in MAT among their sites of origin, these provenances had equivalent temperature responses of photosynthesis, respiration, and growth.
These results suggest that E. tereticornis does not exhibit distinct genotypic and phenotypic variation associated with adaptation to climate-of-origin at broad geographic scales (i.e., hypothesis 1 was not supported). Provenances of this species appear to have a common set of phenotypes related to the temperature dependence of leaf T A B L E 2 Temperature-response parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals for leaf dark respiration on a mass-and areabasis for three provenances of E. tereticornis based on Equation ( F I G U R E 3 The temperature response of leaf photosynthesis measured at the midday in-situ growth temperature and a high incident light of 1500 lmol m À2 s À1 (A sat ) for three provenances of E. tereticornis. Note that each plant was measured at its in-situ growth temperature, so these data reflect a long-term temperature response, rather than a short-term response. Points reflect the mean (AE1SE, n = 8), lines reflect functions fit to the data, and the shaded areas reflect 95% CI for the model predictions expansion, photosynthesis, and respiration, resulting in a common and broad temperature dependence of growth. These results are consistent with hypothesis 2.
These observed responses are surprising, as they contrast with evidence from widely distributed tree species from the Northern Hemisphere such as Pinus sylvestris, P. contorta, Quercus spp., Fagus sylvatica, Alnus glutinosa, and the South American Nothofagus pumilio, which show strong provenance differences arrayed across clinal gradients (Fajardo & Piper, 2011; Newton, Allnutt, Gillies, Lowe, & Ennos, 1999; Rehfeldt et al., 1999 Rehfeldt et al., , 2001 Rehfeldt et al., , 2002 Reich & Oleksyn, 2008) . Our results also contrast with Eucalyptus pauciflora, which shows strong provenance differences in growth and photosynthetic physiology arrayed along altitudinal gradients in the Snowy Mountains of Australia (Slatyer & Ferrar, 1977) . Furthermore, a review of | 5077 common garden experiments indicated that genetic differentiation across populations was found in approximately 90% of cases (Alberto et al., 2013) . Thus, it would appear that our results for E.
tereticornis are unusual. We suggest two possible reasons which alone or in combination could account for the lack of strong intraspecific differentiation in plant functional traits observed here:
(i) the magnitude and importance of directional selection related to climate, and (ii) the level and maintenance of genetic variation, including long-distance gene flow.
Regarding (i), many of the widely distributed species with marked provenance differentiation inhabit cold environments crossing the boreal to cold-temperate climate regions, and at least some of the geographically structured intraspecific variation has been interpreted as adaptation to cold tolerance and the associated tradeoff with maximum growth rate (Reich, Oleksyn, & Tjoelker, 1996; € Ogren, Nilsson, & Sundblad, 1997; Oleksyn, Modrz ynski, Tjoelker, Reich, & Karolewski, 1998; € Ogren, 1999; Tjoelker, Oleksyn, Lorenc-Plucinska, & Reich, 2009 ). Strong intraspecific variation has also been demonstrated for snowgum (E. pauciflora) across altitudinal gradients in the Snowy Mountains of Australia (Slatyer & Ferrar, 1977) . There are several reasons to think that cold tolerance may contribute a strong directional selection that may promote intraspecific genetic divergence. Many widespread trees use photoperiod as a cue to entrain budburst, shoot elongation and growth cessation to time periods when frost damage is minimized (Augspurger, 2013; Polgar & Primack, 2011; Vaartaja, 1959) , and these phenological traits often manifest as genetic differences across provenances (Oleksyn, Tjoelker, & Reich, 1992; Howe et al., 2003; but see Chuine, Belmonte, & Mignot, 2000) . However, E. tereticornis does not inhabit cold regions where cold-hardiness and frost-tolerance are expected to comprise a strong selection pressure; in fact, the species' distribution is nearly entirely constrained to environments where the mean minimum temperature of the coldest month exceeds 0°C (Figure 2b ).
Thus, we suggest that the lack of population divergence across the range of this species may partially be explained by a lack of strong directional selection associated with cold-tolerance, winter dormancy, and the need to entrain shoot and leaf production with photoperiod to minimize frost damage.
Regarding (ii), we suggest that long-distance gene-flow facilitated by bird and bat pollinators may act as a buffer against genetic divergence for provenances of E. tereticornis (reviewed by Southerton, Birt, Porter, & Ford, 2004) . While insects are the primary visitor to Eucalyptus flowers in absolute number (House, 1997) , birds are well-known as pollinators of Eucalyptus spp. in Australia, including honeyeaters (Meliphagidae), swift parrots (Lathamus discolor), and lorikeets (Trichoglossus spp. ; Ford, Paton, & Forde, 1979; Southerton et al., 2004; Hingston, Gartrell, & Pinchbeck, 2004) . Furthermore, at least four species of bats are known to feed on Eucalyptus nectar and have been observed visiting E. tereticornis flowers in southeastern Queensland, Australia (Barclay, 2002) , and bats are known pollinators of many Eucalyptus and the closely related genus of Corymbia (Eby, 1995; ParryJones & Augee, 1991; Southerton et al., 2004) . Many of these bats and birds migrate along the eastern coast of Australia and may facilitate long-distance pollination across the range of E. tereticornis (Southerton et al., 2004) . While other processes maintaining high levels of local genetic variation may also be important, we hypothesize that long-distance pollination by birds and bats may have promoted genetic mixing within the widely distributed E. tereticornis and contributed to the lack of provenance divergence in physiology and growth responses to temperature. F I G U R E 6 Relative growth rate and its components derived from an 11-day measurement interval for three provenances of E. tereticornis trees grown at six temperatures. Points reflect the mean across the growth interval (AE1SE; n = 15), lines reflect functions fit to the data, and the shaded areas reflect 95% CI for the model predictions. Relative growth rate (RGR; (a) is the product of leaf area ratio (LAR; (b) and the efficiency by which leaf area produces new biomass (net assimilation rate, or NAR; (c)
Temperature is known to directly influence cell division and expansion in developing leaves (Granier & Tardieu, 1998; Rymen et al., 2007; Savvides, van Ieperen, Dieleman, & Marcelis, 2016; Tardieu, Reymond, Hamard, Granier, & Muller, 2000) . For E. tereticornis, the temperature effect on leaf development and growth may be most important during competition for canopy access after gap formation, which is an important component of the ecology of this species. We suggest that increasing mean daily temperatures up to~28°C likely directly increased leaf development and LAR, leading to increasing growth. It is not clear whether the reduction in leaf size, LAR, and growth at temperatures exceeding~28°C was caused directly by a deleterious effect of high temperature on development, or if physiological processes constrained C availability for leaf development at these high temperatures. While all trees were given abundant soil water, we recognize the possibility that aspects of water-relations may still have affected tree growth, particularly at high temperatures.
Atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (VPD) increased with temperature ( Fig. S1) , which likely imposed a stomatal limitation to A sat , increased transpiration rates, and in extreme cases, may have limited the rate of leaf expansion.
We suggest that the decline in growth at high temperature was at least partly driven by physiological constraints on C availability. Realized rates of light-saturated photosynthesis declined at high temperature while respiratory C loss increased. Remarkably, we found that leaves, stems, and roots all exhibited acclimation of respiration that 
Growth T air (°C) Growth T air (°C) F I G U R E 7 Elements of leaf area ratio averaged across the 11-day measurement interval for three provenances of E. tereticornis grown at six temperatures. Points reflect the mean (AE1SE; n = 15), lines reflect functions fit to the data and shaded areas reflect the 95% confidence interval. Leaf area ratio is the product of specific leaf area (a) and leaf mass fraction (b). We also show the average size of individual leaves (c) and the average number of leaves produced per tree during the 11-day growth interval (d) F I G U R E 8 A comparison of final biomass vs. growth temperature for two glasshouse experiments with E. tereticornis, illustrating that the effect of warming depends primarily on the "home" temperature. Final mass data were directly measured sums of leaf, stem, and root mass, normalized to the experiment-wise mean final mass at the peak growth temperature of 28.5°C, given the differences in tree mass across experiments of differing duration. Points reflect the mean of the normalized data and error bars reflect AE1SE. The data from this study reflect 15 observations per growth environment, while the data from Drake et al. (2015) reflect 12 provenances of contrasting "home" temperature, pooling 9 to 30 observations per growth environment. Drake et al. (2015) studied 12 provenances, each grown in two temperature environments ("home" and warmed by +3.5°C). Dashed arrows show the directional effect of +3.5°C warming for provenance home groups in the Drake et al. (2015) study Reich et al., 2016) , in contrast to weaker acclimation noted on average in prior studies (Slot & Kitajima, 2015) . Our results also indicate that acclimation was markedly constrained at temperatures exceeding 25°C, especially for leaves and roots, such that whole-plant respiration increased at growth temperatures above the optimum. This observation of constrained acclimation at high temperature appears to be unusual. Slot and Kitajima (2015) summarized 43 studies of respiratory acclimation in response to experimental warming and found no detectable difference across biomes in the magnitude of acclimation and no trend regarding the magnitude of acclimation relative to maximum night-time temperatures. Thus, there is no general pattern of constrained acclimation to warming for plants inhabiting the tropical biome relative to temperate, boreal, or arctic plants (Slot & Kitajima, 2015) . Our observations indicate that temperate and tropical provenances of E. tereticornis have equivalent capacity for respiratory acclimation, but that this capacity for acclimation appears to be constrained at high temperatures, perhaps owing to increased maintenance costs at higher temperatures. Our study explored a wider range of temperatures than any study summarized by Slot and Kitajima (2015) , particularly at the hot extreme, which may explain why we observed a constraint on acclimation that was not present in the previous literature.
| Implications for climate warming responses
Our observation of a common fundamental thermal niche among contrasting provenances has implications for the predictions of how this widespread species may respond to climate change. Our work implies that such predictions are not likely to be strongly influenced by spatial patterns of underlying genetic differences in this species. Quite simply, warming temperatures are likely to directly benefit growth in relatively cold environments but reduce growth in warm environments.
However, increased temperatures are likely to be accompanied by other effects in field conditions that may constrain or alter this direct temperature response, including nutrient limitations, altered water availability, competition from other plants, and herbivory and pathogen attack. For example, the radial growth of Eucalyptus trees in the field has a low temperature optimum of~11°C MAT, which may be influenced by the negative relationship between MAT and water availability (Bowman, Williamson, Keenan, & Prior, 2014) , such that water limitation may constrain a positive growth response to warming, even at suboptimal temperatures (but see . Environmental and biotic interactions likely constrain the realized niche of adult trees relative to the fundamental niche studied here. Furthermore, we note that some studies found aspects of allometry and biomass allocation to be important components related to geographic patterns in tree function across populations of widely distributed species (Oleksyn et al., 1998; Mencuccini & Bonosi, 2001 ). These aspects of local adaptation in whole-tree processes would not necessarily be reflected in our study of potted trees in controlled environments.
We found equivalent temperature responses of photosynthesis, respiration, and growth for three provenances of E. tereticornis, despite a~2200 km geographic distance and a~13°C difference in MAT at their sites of origin. The peaked and broad temperature dependence of growth was strongly influenced by leaf expansion and the resulting leaf area per unit plant mass (LAR). Acclimation of respiration reduced C losses with increasing temperature in a way that likely moderated the temperature dependence of net assimilation rate (NAR), but respiratory acclimation appeared to be constrained at high temperatures. We conclude that a common set of functional traits related to leaf area and its physiological function define a broad and equivalent thermal niche across the geographic range of this widely distributed species. University. We acknowledge the contributions of five anonymous reviewers, whose comments and criticisms improved this work.
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